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A lot of research is carried out on the funct4oning of verbal

knowledge and its organisation in memory. The results of this

research tend to be very hypothetical. Data from experiments in

cognitive psychology are gathered in the context of a hypothesis,

that is later used for the interpretation of these findings. To

what extent the data originate either from the setup of the

experiment or reveal aspects of natural language processing is

not always very clear. This renders the validity of the findings

somewhat doubtful, even if they are statistically very reliable.

Such experiments are necessary as no direct observation of

language processing is possible. Because of the problems with

validity, however, it is essential to gather data from as many

different sources as possible. Impaired processes of language

decoding or production in a natural context constitute one of the

other possible data sources. Impaired language processing of this

kind can frequently be observed in the use of a foreign fanguage.

Data from foreign language teaching could therefore be useful.

Their "naturalness" Probably lies somewhere inbetween the

naturalness of the data from laboratory experiments and that from

the data .ffrom selfinitiated foreign language use. However they

generally have the advantage of their frequency and the large

number of subjects.

My own data have been gathered when observing and testing mY

Dutchspeaking students learning German. The data are mainly

concerned with receptive skills. Dutch and German are closely

related languages. Therefore even a Dutchspeaker who never

learned any German will to a certain degree understand element°

of it. The word order is similar in both languages, but the
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German inflectional system, which makes the language more

synthetical, presents some difficulties. Dutch often uses

prepositions, where German uses inflectional indicators, in

particular in the case of a dative object. The meaning of a large

number of words can be guessed with the help of the L1, esp. with

the help of some insight into sound shifts. But of course there

are quite a number of deceptive cognates. My data originate from

observation of my students during the teaching and learning

process, where I use retrospection as a systematic teaching

device, i.e. I ask my students why they made a certain error or

found a solution, when many others did not. Another source of

data are questions and spontaneous remarks from. the students and

their answers to my questions. In addition to this I have many

data from reading comprehension tests, which consist of some

global comprehension questions to be answered in the L1 and a

number of questions on typical difficulties for Dutchspeakers

when reading German, which mainly consist of translations of

parts of sentences. Fairly free translations are accepted. The

texts that are used are scientific texts concerned with

human sciences. Consequently they are likely to be difficult to

read on several levels. I had my data before I knew anything

about cognitive psychology, which I only discovered when looking

for an explanation of certain phenomena I had observed. This

means the collection of my data has not been influenced by

theories about memory and language processing.

The finding that morphemes seem to play a role in word

recognition has been reported before in the literature (Hudson

1981, Smith/ Sterling 1982, Taft 1988) . This finding could

perhaps explain why in monosyllabic words global word shape

apparently is an important factor. Words like "Tat" (deed, Dutch:

daad) or "stets" (always, Dutch: steeds) are not recognized as

cognates becaut....e the Dutch equivalents have one extra letter

(double vowel). If the foreign word is longer, as in "Stadt"
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(town, Dutch: stad) or "nahm" (took, Dutch: nam) , for instance,

there is no problem and this also is the case where words with

the same length even if they have a different spelling pattern

like "Ruhm" (fame, Dutch: roem) are concerned. The German word

"Art" (manner, way, Dutch: aard) , which like "Tat" and "stets"

has more or less the same pronunciation as in Dutch is L the

first encounter usually confused with the English and French word

with the same spelling. There are strong indications that this

happens on the automatic level, as the students are not conscious

of what happens. Concrete words like "rot" (red, Dutch: rood) or

"Tiir" (door, Dutch: deur) are easier, probably because the

context helps.

The phenomenon of potential vocabulary also suggests that

morphemes play a role in lexical access. Emmorey found a large

priming effect for morphologically related words that are not

semantically related, but no priming on the basis of suffixes

(1989) . Data about the organisation of the lexicon seem to

suggest a storing of the stem mori-heme as the center with

connectable morphemes as satellites (Taft 1988, this kind of

organisation is also suggested for declined forms, Lukatela et

al. 1987). I found an indication for such an organisation in an

aspect of word acquisition. Sometimes words, mainly verbs, with

the same or approximately the same meaning in Dutch and German

have a cognate stem, but different prefixes. Such verbs like

"unterlassen" or "unterbleiben" are often lack of contrast words

(see hereunder) as well. At first I explained the meaning of

these words in German by giving the equivalents of "fail to do"

or "not to happen". This made these verbs very difficult to

retain, probably partly due to the use of negatives. Then I tried

the Dutch cognates "nalaten" and "uitblijven", which made them

easy to retain. Apparently, now the students could store them

easily. There are indications that word stems and affixes are

processed differently (Cutler et al. 1985).
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Another phenomenon that I observed is that word ends get less

attention or are skipped even when reading even on the conscious

level. It is a typical characteristic of weak readers in the L1

to do this at least in English because they are too slow in

automatic decoding to use al) the graphic information (Potter

1980). Foreign language readers tend to be weak readers as well,

so the phenomenon is not surprising. Wrong translations are

generally based on word beginnings even if these beginnings are

prefixes. Word stems play a role too, word endings, however, are

rarely used for the search for meaning. Inflectional indicators

that in German like in most languages (Segui/ Zubizaretta 1985)

occur at the end of words are rarely paid attention to, as they

haruly exist in Dutch, but indicators or endings looking like

Dutch plural endings (-en/ -s) do get some attention. Word onsets

have been found to be psychologically more salient (Cutler et al.

1985).

One of the first phenomena that struck me is what I have called,

using a term from Juhsz (1970), lack of contrast. The phenomenon

of lack of contrast means that similarity can be an interfering

factor when some strongly acquired knowledge impedes the

acquistion of similar new knowledge. Like JuhAsz, who taught

German to Hungarians, I found this to be an intralingual

phenomenon, e.g. in the case of the "Er-" nouns (Ergebnis -

result-, Ereignis -event- etc.) or in words like "Wirtschaft"

(economy) and "Wissenschaft" (science) etc. But the most

important type of lack of contrast I found was one consisting of

a mixture of inter- and intralingual lack of contrast in the case

of words like "entsprechen" (suit, correspond to/with), "Vorgang"

(Process,facts), "Vorgehen" (action, procedure) , "Verfahren"

(procedure, method), "Beleg" (proof, evidence) and to a lesser

extent auch "Bedingung" (condition), where both stem and affixes

are familiar, but give no clue as to the meaning. Special cases
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here are words like "Gegenstand" (object, subject) and

"Verhalten" (behaviour), that are also false friends. Here the

meaning suggested by the Li is so stvong that it takes the reader

a long time to acquire access the right meaning without a

conscious analysis. However, the meaning of "entsprechen" . d

very frequent word in scientific texts, is still more difficult

to acquire, both on the automatic and on the conscious level,

than that of "Gegenstand". My findings indicate that mere reading

of these words occurs without processing on the semantic level.

Furthermore readers do not realize that they do not understand

these words. So there must be some kind of access, only not on

the semantic level. On the word level in as far as the external

form is concerned, words are experienced as being known, probably

because the stem and affixes are indeed familiar. Words like

"Dauer" (duration, period) or "Sparte" (field, subject,branch) on

the contrary are nearly always looked up in a dictionary,

apparently because they look less familiar. As soon as one

morpheme is unknown, like in "Verteufelung" (demonisation) or

"Einstieg" (entrance, getting in) many students look up the words

during the exam ( this can be checked, because they underline

them in the text) or ask for their meaning in class. It would

seem that the automatic decoding process is interrupted when they

come accross such words. Slower processing which is to be

expected when they come accross unfamiliar word shapes probably

arouses attentional processes. This is clearly not the case when

the form of an unknown word looks familiar, certainly not on the

first reading. I also found that words with lack of contrast for

abstract concepts are more difficult to acquire than similar

words for concrete concepts. "Gewerkschaft" (union) or

"Verfassung" (constitution) e.g. are easicr than "Grundsatz"

(principle).

I hoped to find an explanation for the lack of contrast

phenomenon, which apparently is one of the main problems for

6
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Dutch readers of this kind of rather difficult scientific texts

in the literature on the mental lexicon.

The mental lexicon can be defined either as a store of the

linguistic knowledge of the language user or as a linguistic

proc63sor. The term "mental lexicon" is a metaphor used to name

the cc-lstruct of some kind of structure containing or consisting

of form oriented verbal knowlegde. It is a very vague concept as

we know so little about it. In reference to memory terms like

"structure", "system" and "store" are often used. These have the

disadvantage of their static connotation. Memory, however, is

dynamic and is nowadays seen as a whole number of processes, or

as "a large number of simple processing elements which send

excitatory and inhibitory signals to each other via modifiable

connections" (McClelland/ Rumelhart 1985). Unfortunately, it is

difficult to talk about memol..- without using concepts with a

stecic connotation. Therefore, these concepts have to be

considered as dynamic in this context.

In cognitive psychology the mental lexicon is generally

considered an integral part of semantic memory. The possibility

however of a distinction between semantic memory and the mental

lexicon has occasionally been suggested (Tulving et al. 1982,

Bierwisch 1979, Forster 1985, Baddeiey 1978) . But although there

is a clear tendency in recent research to distinguish more and

more different structures and/ or kinds of processes in memory a

distinction between semantic memory and mental lexicon is rarely

considered in experiments on lexical access. What kind or product

of information or what level of processing is accessed is not

considered in many of the data from cognitive psychology (Gerrig

1986, cf. Mitchell 1983) . Often word representation is seen as a

kind of semantic network. But does "lexical access" mean a

recognition of form or does it also imply semantic processing?

Inhoff discusses his data in the light of a two-process-model,
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that distinguishes between lexical and post-lexical processes or

,.tween lexical access and word interpretation. He found thAt

lexical access happens automatically, whereas post-lexical

interpretation requires effort (1984) . This would confirm the

view that decoding linguistic forms is an automatic process when

not interrupted by unknown elements, misinterpretations or other

disturbances and that semantic processing is a process requiring

attention.

As soon as the representation form in memory of more than one

language is discussed the question arises of a common semantic

store wi'h either different word forms with some kind of language

tagging within the semantic network or a separate store for the

different linguistic systems. Even completely different systems

on the semantic level can be considered. In the literature

Kirsner et al. found 5 different models of lexical organisation

in bilinguals:

no link between the storage locations of words belonging to

different languages

links connecting only translation equivalents

a single location shared by both bilingual representations of a

word

a direct connectio;1 between dS well as within languages for

associated words

connections via an underlying language free conceptual system.

According to their data the last two models are possible (1984).

Most research seems to imply some kind of common semantic or

conceptual store and different lexical systems (e.g. Frenck/

Pynte 1987, but although they found evidence for across-language

activation, they prefer to be cautious before coming down in

favour of a unique semantic system) . Kolers, however, does not

accept this. He found very different associations for translation

equivalents. According to me this could be explained in the light
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of episodic memory, but Kolers does not accept Tulvings

distinction between episodic and semantic memory either (Kolers/

Gonzalez 1980) . In the conception of a common semantic store word

forms in the different languages are mostly seen as satellites

around the concept. A problem with this conception is the

repeated finding that synonyms and translation equivalents do not

have the same kind of influence on processing (Lutjeharms 1988,

p.148 for bibliographical data) . Priming has been found to work

both intra and interlingually. For interlingual priming to occur

some form of semantic processing is necessary (ibid. p.149) . It

is questionable however, whether this must always be the case.

The type of language acquisition and the wEky the languages are

used could influence the type of priming. For interpreters and

translators for instance, it could be different in the case of

translation equivalents they frequently access and connect, but

then on the word or collocation level only, where semantic

processing must not always occur. Observations of the translation

process indicate the existence of a deverbalisation phase

(Seleskovitch 1984), which implies a connection via the common

semantic store.

The distinction between semantic memory and mental lexicon as

separate structures or processes is useful in explaining the data

of experiments with bilinguals. Semantic memory can then be

considered as the common semantic store, whereas the mental

lexicon can be explained as a language specific structure.

Acquisition of another language probably starts with the help of

the existing lexicon before developing into a new separate system

or subsystem (cf. the data of Gekoski et al. 1982) . Connections

between the systems can be more or less strong. That such

connections exist is shown by transfer phenomena.

A distinction between semantic memory and mental lexicon seems

necessary to explain the lack of contrast phenomenon I found.
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Recognition of form could then b..; seen as a process on the level

of the lexicon without connecting this form to semantic memory.

Access to meaning must then be seen as a different process. There

are some other observations that could be explained by such a

distinction. It might explain why words with a similar sound or

visual pattern but belonging to completely different semantic

networks can be confused, the so called malapropisms. Napps/

Fowler also suggest a formal dimension of organisation of

language in memory because of such wordsubstitution errors and

because of the tipofthetongue phenomenon (1987) . A conception

of the organisation of mental lexicon as based on

phonolog.,cal and/or morphological principles could account for

such phenomena. In addition to this lexical access occurring

without processing on the semantic level is found eve.1 in the L1,

but then due to lack of attention. We can sometimes hear or read

a known language without paying attention to the meaning. However

some forms (e.g. a name) can focus attention on the meaning. This

means that some kind of processing has been going on.

In the L2 or with texts that are too difficult in the Ll the

failure to decode on the semantic level can be the consequence of

an overloading of working memory capacity, because all attention

is normally needed for automatical decoding of linguistic forms

and only recognition of forms is attempted or can be reached. The

level of processing can depend on the task (Frenck/ Pynte 1987).

When reading aloud this phenomenon typically occurs, because the

oral production uses much of the capacity of the working memory.

However words are pronounced correctly and reading errors

ndicate that there are expectations based on word order, and

more important in this context, based on the syntactic

realisation of one of the levels of semantic valency, i.e. on the

relations between and the number of arguments that can or must be

used with certain words. Syntactic knowledge, which is difficult

to see as part of the conceptual networks of semantic memory

1 0
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could be said to belong to the level of the mental lexicon.

Hanley, who discusses syntactic analysis, makes a distinction

between syntactic and propositional representation, which is

parallel to the one discussed here (1987). Finally, the

conception of a dichotomy in language specific and general

cognitive ability for realising abstract mental processes as

developped by Felix (1982) complies with the distinction between

mental lexicon and semantic memory.

When the connection between a target language word and semantic

memory is not strong enough or non-existant, the native or even a

second language will interfere as soon as the word form allows

this, as in "Gegenstand" (Dutch "tegenstand" means "resistance,

opposition"), in "weil" (interference from both Dutch -terwijl-

and English -while-) or in "Art". I found that even when the

right meaning can be accessed after a conscious search, the

stronger connection between the form of the targt language word

and the meaning of this form in another linguistic code is first

activated. This kind of activation will diminish and maybe even

disappear in some cases, in the course of the language

acquisition process. Yet there are a number of words in Dutch and

German, that have exactly the same written form, but that are

hardly ever confused, like "malen" (German: paint, Dutch:

grind/mill) or "Leute" (German: people, Dutch: fun) . This might

be due to the fact that the Dutch meaning of these words is very

improbable in the kind of texts the students have to read.

However, this interpretation implies interaction between the

lexical and the semantic level (cf. Balota et al. 1985)

Forster distinguishes still more levels. "He argues that the

language processor comprises three relatively independent,

hierarchically arranged subsystems. At the lowest level, the

lexical subsystem accesses the representations of (read or heard)

words in the lexicon. This information is then passed along to

11
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the message subsystem which assigns grammatical roles to the

sequence of words. This information is then passed along to the

arrangement of words. A general problem solver (GPS) integrates

information from all three levels." (UrcAevi6 et al. 1988, p. 58,

cf. Forster 1985). This he consider6 to be an automatic process

in normal language comprehension. These three processes probably

all occur on the level of the lexicon as semantic processing is

an attentional process. The word level and the syntactic level

are intertwined in word valency. Of course word valency can

influence decoding only after this particular word has been

accessed on some level, but this level can be the mental lexicon

as syntactic valency is language specific.

Schriefers et al. studying language production consider a two

stage model of lexical access with a first stage where only

meaning is activated, followed by a stage where only the form of

the word is activated (1990) . With form they mean the

phonological characteristics, the fact that they studied language

production explains the contrast in the serial order of levels.

The distinction between mental lexicon and semantic memory as

different structures or processes is a useful explanation for a

number of findings, but it also brings up the problem of the kind

of interaction and the connections between them. Little can be

said about this problem but perhaps the concept of word valency

with its syntactic and two semantic levels (the relations between

word meaning and its arguments and the semantic compatibility

between words) could play a role in explaining the interaction.

Data from experiments on priming give hardly any indications of

the interaction between the mental lexicon and semantic

processing because the two levels of access tend to be confused

in these experiments. The usual closing remark that much more

research on this subject is needed is appropriate here.

1 2
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